
Time Integration Activities

The FASTMath time integrator team is focused on delivering highly efficient time integration methods and software for DOE applications.  Work is focused 
on methods that provide support for multirate systems, that address the bottleneck of sequential time stepping, and that allow for efficient optimization 

of time-dependent systems.

FASTMath Team Members: Alp Dener (ANL), David J. Gardner (LLNL), John Loffeld (LLNL), Michael Minion (LBNL), Daniel R. Reynolds (SMU), Barry Smith (ANL), Carol S. Woodward (LLNL), and Hong Zhang (ANL)
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Multirate Integrators in SUNDIALS

Many DOE applications are taking advantage of increasing compute power 
through addition of multiple physics modules resulting in the need to take 
advantage of new time integration software and methods.
FASTMath is delivering new time integration capabilities through:
• SUNDIALS: multistep and multistage methods for ODEs and DAEs 

with forward and adjoint sensitivity analysis
• PETSc: multistage methods for ODEs and DAEs with advanced 

sensitivity capabilities enabling dynamic optimization
• AMReX: structured adaptive mesh refinement framework – being 

adapted to include higher-order semi- and multi-implicit temporal 
integrators based on multi-level spectral deferred corrections 

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract DE-AC52-07NA27344. This 
material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Advanced Scientific Computing Research. LLNL-POST-755002.

Synergistic Activity: Discrete Adjoint Sensitivites with 
Optimization 

Parallel in Time Capabilities in SUNDIALS
• To expose additional concurrency in time dependent simulations we are 

adding parallel in time capabilities to SUNDIALS with the XBraid package
• An interface between ARKode and XBraid is planned:

• ARKode – adaptive step implicit, explicit, and additive (IMEX) Runge-
Kutta methods for stiff, non-stiff, and mixed systems

• XBraid – multigrid reduction in time (MGRIT) iteratively computes the 
solution at multiple times simultaneously

2.3 Overview of the XBraid Algorithm 3

tens of thousands or more) can be solved with 10 or 15 XBraid iterations, and the overall time to solution can be greatly
sped up. However, this is achieved at the cost of more computational resources.

To understand how XBraid differs from traditional time marching, consider the simple linear advection equation, ut =
�cux. The next figure depicts how one would typically evolve a solution here with sequential time stepping. The initial
condition is a wave, and this wave propagates sequentially across space as time increases.
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!  Issue: sequential time integration bottleneck, new parallelism needed 
•  Future performance gains will come through more concurrency 

!  Project goal: parallelize time stepping with a scalable multigrid method 
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Figure 1: Sequential time stepping.

XBraid instead begins with a solution guess over all of space-time, which for demonstration, we let be random. An
XBraid iteration does

1. Relaxation on the fine grid, i.e., the grid that contains all of the desired time values. Relaxation is just a local
application of the time stepping scheme, e.g., backward Euler.

2. Restriction to the first coarse grid, i.e., interpolate the problem to a grid that contains fewer time values, say every
second or every third time value.

3. Relaxation on the first coarse grid

4. Restriction to the second coarse grid and so on...

5. When a coarse grid of trivial size (say 2 time steps) is reached, it is solved exactly.

6. The solution is then interpolated from the coarsest grid to the finest grid

One XBraid iteration is called a cycle and these cycles continue until the solution is accurate enough. This is depicted
in the next figure, where only a few iterations are required for this simple problem.
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Figure 2: XBraid iterations.
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Synergistic Activity: Multirate with Structured Mesh

Applications
Our FASTMath Time Integration tools are used in numerous DOE 
applications, for example:
• Climate
• Materials science
• Power grids
• Combustion Atmospheric Dynamics

Power Grid Dynamics

More Information: http://www.fastmath-scidac.org or contact Carol Woodward, LLNL, woodward6@llnl.gov 925-424-6013
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Synergistic Activitiy: SDC with Structured Mesh
The time integration team is working with the AMReX
structured mesh discretization team to provide support for 
higher-order temporal integration of PDEs posed on AMR 
meshes using spectral deferred corrections (SDC).

Prior AMReX SDC support was application-specific 
• Added general support for SDC in AMReX
• Code and tutorial included and available in the 

AMReX repo

Capabilities include straightforward construction 
of high-order semi-implicit and multi-implicit 
integrators for problems with stiff terms

We are developing new multirate schemes and integrating 
them through SUNDIALS with AMReX, providing a 
powerful new set of tools for solving multiscale problems 
posed on block-structured AMR grids.
New capabilities:
• Interfaces complete to allow AMReX to use SUNDIALS time integrators 

for single-level and multi-level AMReX problems.
• The AMReX MLABecLaplacian solver has been interfaced with 

SUNDIALS for scalably treating diffusion terms in implicit methods

Integration tested on two 3D reaction-transport problems using 3rd order 
two-rate integrators from the MRIStep module on 1,000+ processors:
Brusselator (Two-level AMR grid with 2:1 refinement ratio):
• Explicit computation of fast oscillatory 

reactions with 100x slower advection step
• Advection has 5/3 cost of reactions
• Multirating effectively removes cost of 

advection for similar accuracy

Gray-Scott:
• Reaction-diffusion pattern formation
• Utilizes AMReX Laplacian solver in SUNDIALS

Approach:
• Develop 2nd-order discrete adjoints 

for time-dependent simulations
• Enable derivative-based optimization, 

data assimilation, and optimal control
Result:
• Released new 2nd-order adjoint 

solver in PETSc 3.11
• Supports implicit and explicit time 

integration with adaptive stepsize
• Example: trajectory planning with 

dynamic constraints The Hessian-vector product computed with 2nd-order 
adjoint leads to faster convergence 
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To improve support for PDE-constrained 
optimization, we are working with the optimization 
team to leverage adjoint sensitivity analysis.
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ẋ(t) = v(t) cos!(t)
ẏ(t) = v(t) sin!(t)
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Trajectories of  the aircraft leader (red) 
and the aircraft pursuer (blue)

High-order convergence of a multi-
implicit SDC integrator run on a 2D 
advection-diffusion-reaction system
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Multirate Integrators in SUNDIALS
To support complex multiphysics SciDAC applications, we are implementing 
efficient multirate integrators in SUNDIALS for additively split systems:

Multirate methods allow distinct step sizes for the fast and slow processes. 

The SUNDIALS ARKode package has been overhauled to serve as an 
infrastructure for general, adaptive, one-step time integration methods. 

A new MRIStep module supports Multirate Infinitesimal Step methods:

The MRIStep module solves the fast ODE using the ARKStep module with 
fast step sizes ℎ" < ℎ$ and supports:

• 2nd and 3rd order explicit slow methods with fixed step sizes
• Explicit, implicit, or IMEX fast methods with fixed or adaptive steps

Current development in the MRIStep module includes support for MRIGARK 
methods (4th order explicit and implicit slow) and adaptive slow time steps.

1. Set 𝑧& = 𝑦)*&
2. For each slow Runge-Kutta stage 𝑧+ for 𝑖 = 2,… , 𝑠 + 1:

a) Let 𝑣 𝑡),+*&$ = 𝑧+*&
b) Compute slow forcing 𝑟 =

&
67
8*679:

8 ∑<=&+*&(𝐴+,<$ − 𝐴+*&,<$ ) 𝑓$ 𝑡),<$ , 𝑧<

c) For 𝜏 ∈ [𝑡),+*&$ , 𝑡),+$ ], solve the fast ODE �̇� 𝜏 = 𝑓" 𝜏, 𝑣 + 𝑟
d) Set 𝑧+ = 𝑣(𝑡),+$ )

3. Set 𝑦) = 𝑧HI&
where the slow stage times are 𝑡),<$ = 𝑡)*& + 𝑐<$ℎ$ and 𝐴HI&,<$ = 𝑏$.

𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑓$ 𝑡, 𝑦 + 𝑓" 𝑡, 𝑦 , 𝑦 𝑡M = 𝑦M
2D slice of a 3D Brusselator solution 
with AMReX & SUNDIALS.Cores Fine grid size Run Time (s)

4096 1024 x 1024 x 1024 368
512 512 x 512 x 512 342
64 256 x 256 x 256 335

Compute times on LLNL’s Quartz cluster of a 3D Brusselator problem

2D solution of Gray-Scott. 
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